**INTRUSION Savant™**

**INTRUSION Savant** creates independent, device-agnostic audits of the communication patterns of all network devices. This includes desktops, servers, printers, and IoT devices.

**INTRUSION Savant...**
- Has 20 Gbps bidirectional protocol decoding and packet capture
- Has 100% rolling packet capture
- Leaves no way for an adversary to hide covert communications

**ALLOWING YOU TO...**
- Reach back in time to see when an anomaly was detected
- Log thousands of attributes across hundreds of network protocols to aid in forensic efforts
- Conduct complete vulnerability assessments
- Customize both metadata extraction tasks and scripting for SIEM reporting

**INTRUSION Savant** is the premier network sensor because it offers logging and triggering of thousands of high and low layer protocol attributes, including:
- MAC addresses
- IP addresses
- DNS requests and responses
- TCP and UDP port numbers
- HTTP user agents
- FTP commands
- SMB transfer checksums
- SIP information
- SSL protocols
- JA3 signatures
- And much more

**INTRUSION Savant** gives an exhaustive picture of your network through the collection, processing, and enrichment of all data within your network.

**CONTACT US TODAY TO LEARN MORE.**
888-637-7770 | intrusion.com